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QUESTION 1

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. 

The four IEEE standards, 802.11a, b, g, and n, are collectively known as "mobile ad hoc" networks. 

Select the correct answer if the underlined text does not make the statement correct. Select \\'No change is needed" if
the underlined text makes the statement correct. 

A. WiMAX 

B. Bluetooth 

C. WiFi 

D. No change is needed 

Correct Answer: C 

IEEE 802.11 is a set of media access control (MAC) and physical layer (PHY) specifications for implementing wireless
local area network (WLAN) computer communication in the 2.4, 3.6, 5, and 60 GHz frequency bands. They are created
and maintained by the IEEE LAN/MAN Standards Committee (IEEE 802). The base version of the standard was
released in 1997, and has had subsequent amendments. The standard and amendments provide the basis for wireless
network products using the Wi-Fi brand. 

 

QUESTION 2

A VPN is a/an: 

A. Encrypted connection across the Internet. 

B. Virtual network within your local area network (LAN). 

C. Communication tunnel between VLANs. 

D. Personal network for your use only. 

Correct Answer: A 

VPN is a network that is constructed by using public wires -- usually the Internet -- to connect to a private network, such
as a company\\'s internal network. 

There are a number of systems that enable you to create networks using the Internet as the medium for transporting
data. These systems use encryption and other security mechanisms to ensure that only authorized users can access
the network and that the data cannot be intercepted. 

 

QUESTION 3

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. 

To set lower security settings in Internet Explorer for an extranet site, add the site\\'s URL to the "Local Intranet "zone. 
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Select the correct answer if the underlined text does not make the statement correct. Select \\'No change is needed" if
the underlined text makes the statement correct. 

A. Internet 

B. Trusted Sites 

C. Extranet Sites 

D. No change is needed 

Correct Answer: B 

Trusted sites 

The level of security set for Trusted sites is applied to sites that you have specifically indicated to be ones that you trust
not to damage your computer or information. 

Reference: Change Internet Explorer Security settings 

 

QUESTION 4

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. 

Every router today is "TCP/IP" enabled, which is an industry-standard protocol that you use on the Internet and for local
addressing. 

Select the correct answer if the underlined text does not make the statement correct. Select \\'No change is needed" if
the underlined text makes the statement correct. 

A. HTTP 

B. FTP 

C. SNMP 

D. No change is needed 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. 

All devices on your company network connect to the same network switch. This is an example of a physical star
topology. 

Review the underlined text. If it makes the statement correct, select "No change is needed." If the statement is incorrect,
select the answer choice that makes the statement correct. 

A. ring 

B. bus 
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C. mesh 

D. No change is needed 

Correct Answer: D 
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